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‘Lost Music’
An apocryphal saying of Confucius (from Han History’s Arts and Culture Record) asserts: “If the Rites
are lost, seek them in the wilds.” (禮失求之野) The same could apply to music, as we see in ethnomusicological field-work and archaeology. Survivals are often persist at the peripheries. Take the
case of Tang musical scores (Tôgaku) religiously conserved in Japan. There might have been doubt
about their true provenance since no equivalent had ever been found in China. That is until the
opening in 1905 of a Buddhist temple archive, at Dunhuáng on the edge of the Gobi desert, with
pípá scores jotted on the back of a scroll dated 933. Pan Huáisù published Hayashi Kenzô’s
decipherment of its pípá notation in 1957 but its unique dance notations remain undeciphered.
Could they ever be made to sing and dance again? The Dunhuáng pípá notations, slightly post-dating
the fall of Táng (618-906), matched those kept in Japan, in notes, modes and measures. Neither
source appended lyrics, though both attached titles which correspond to lyrics preserved in China
from the period. The main difference between the Dunhuáng notations and those from Japan is that
the former are relics from an effectively extinct lineage. Those in Japan are part of an on-going,
albeit somewhat ‘ossified’, tradition, which Laurence Picken’s disciples in the ‘Tang Music Project’
continue working to re-interpret. Further, the Tôgaku repertoire of distinct tablatures for several
instruments, represent an orchestral ensemble, while the Dunhuáng tablature’s twenty symbols
mark positions on four frets and open strings of a single instrument, the four-string lute or barbiton.
Its twenty-five short secular pieces, in seven-note scales with two modal tunings, appear to
represent a performance suite.
One of these, no. 13 West River Moon (Yòumàn Qûzî Xijiangyuè), a familiar traditional piece in other
versions, with the constant prosody, has lyrics to this title included elsewhere within the Dunhuáng
collection. Would it be possible to fit the words to their music?
‘Too few words, too many notes’ or ‘too many words, too few notes’?
In China, the most treasured musical tablatures have been those of the seven-string qín. These were
printed in large numbers from the Míng dynasty. There were then two schools of qín, the vocal and
the instrumental, the former scoring one word-syllable of lyrics per note-stroke (e.g. Xiè Lín ca. 1500:
Tàigû Yíyin), and the latter scoring note-stroke only (e.g. Zhu Quán 1425: Shénqí Mìpû). The vocal
model had been pioneered by ‘White Stone Daoist’ Jiang Kuí (ca. 1155-1230) in a self-publication of
his own work, including his short qín composition and several songs to flute notation. These vocal
scores follow the basic principle of ‘one word per note’ but, as customary with traditional qín scores,
provide no instructions on time-values.
Phrasing may be inferred from the lyrics, often of irregular line length, but there is no indication as
to which notes should be held and which not. Jiang Ku gives a possible clue by classifying his flute
lyrics into two types: ling ‘ditty’ and màn ‘adagio’, a few bearing the label jìn ‘approach’. In this Jiang
followed the style of Northern Sòng lyrics which are likewise divided into these same three types, jìn
being also named cao or diàoz’ and classified by musical mode.

The Dunhuáng scores, containing several pieces bearing the labels màn or qû are exceptional in
marking time by small intercolumnal squares into regular measures of four (1x), six (16x) or eight (6x)
notes according to piece, six being in the overwhelming majority and the first two in free-time. This
phenomena corresponds to the measures notated in Tôgaku of four, six or eight beats (paiz’), the
latter being in the majority. From this, it would seem plausible that màn ‘adagio’ pieces might fit 8beat measures, jìn ‘approach pieces 6-beat, and ling ‘ditties’ 4-beat. Acting on this hypothesis, the
problem arises, in the case of Dunhuáng’s regular measures, how to set lyric lines composed to the
same title.
Monk Yìhâi’s ‘Magic’ Formula
Only one author’s surviving work offers instructions on a method of setting lyrics cí to their
corresponding music. This occurs in the writings of Buddhist pre-eminent qín maestro Yìhâi 義海
(Qínyuàn Yàolù). Taking as his example, Su Dongpo’s popular qín hit Drunken Dotard Refrain
(Zuìweng Yín 醉翁吟), a màn ‘adagio’ lyric, he cites the formula ‘double start, single finish’ (shuangqî
dansha), explained as ‘two long notes to start and one long to finish’ as in the line:
Pure… and round…,
whose playing echoes in the empty mountain
without…
a word? Just a dotard
Làng-- rán--, qing yuán, shuí tán xiâng kong shan wú-- yán? Weí weng…
This line of thirteen word-syllables can thus fit two eight-beat measures by lengthening the first,
second and tenth word-syllable and its accompanying note. If we divide it into two measures of eight,
we get a rhythm of 4+4 and 3+2+3:
|Làng-- rán--,’
qing yuán, shuí tán’
|xiâng kong shan’ wú—‘ yán? Weí weng…
Clearly the verse lines overlap the measures in enjambment, yet each of the paired stanza exactly
fits the eight measures of eight-beat: 52 word-syllables (13 x 4) plus 12 prolongations (3 x 4) equal
64 beats (8 word-syllable notes x 8 lines).
In the case of the Dunhuáng ‘adagio’ Upturned Cup Music (Qingbei Yue) in two stanzas of eight
eight-beat measures, I have found Liû Yông’s classic piece to the same tune in exactly fifty-two wordsyllable stanzas fits, applying Yìhâi’s identical formula, by giving two notes to the first, second and
final word-syllable of each measure. Since Sòng dynasty lyrics are highly asymmetric in line length (as
in the above Su Dongpo example) enjambment is again required. As the late Picken remarked,
asymmetric verse does not require assymetric musical measures.
In the case of Dunhuáng six-beat measures, I have made a setting of West River Moon (no. 13) in sixword-syllable lines, which though labeled ‘adagio’ corresponds to the intermediate type. Yìhâi
explains this type’s setting by a reversal of the ‘adagio’ formula, i.e. ‘single start, double finish’. I
have accordingly applied three note-beats to the first word-syllable, and to the last two of each line.
The same procedure may be applied to Jiang Kuí’s ‘adagios’ and ‘approaches’ with interesting results.
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Section of Dunhuáng Pípápû tablature, collected by Paul Peilliot (P 3808), Paris. The first from the
right is no. 12, ‘Upturned Cup Music’ in two stanzas of eight eight-beat measures. The second title
from the right is no. 13, ‘Another Slow tune West River Moon’ in eight six-beat measures in two
stanzas. The measures are marked out by small intercolumnal squares.

